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QUESTION NO: 1
A Media Processing Server (MPS) developer has developed an application, which changes the
phone line environment option totalcall. Whichstatement is true in regards to the value of this
timer?
A. The value must first be set using VSH.
B. The value set will be retained until the application exits.
C. The current value will always match the value set in the ccm-phoneline.cfg file.
D. Once the application path which sets the value is executed, the timers value will remain
changed until specifically changed again.
Answer: D
QUESTION NO: 2
TAPPMAN is a text-based application manager that allowsapplication control without a GUI
interface. Which command is used to view the line's status?
A. check linestatus
B. view linecondition
C. tappman linestatus
D. tappman linecondition
Answer: C
QUESTION NO: 3
Which command will add the resource vbhstar to the poolpoolstat4.
A. pmgr mkavail vbhstar poolstat4
B. pmgr mkavail poolstat4, vbhstar
C. pmgr defpool vbhstar, poolstat4
D. pmgr cfgrsrc poolstat4, vbhstar
Answer: D
QUESTION NO: 4
A new host named Gamma1 has been added to the network. Youmust define a new vtcpd server
mode connection on port 5527. Your Media Processing Server (MPS) hostname is Sector2. This
is a multiple host network and all remoteconfigurations have been set. Which syntax should be
used to properly set up this connection?
A. vtcpd -l 5527
B. vtcpd -l Gamma1
C. vtcpd -l Gamma1: 5527
D. vtcpd -l 1:Sector2: 5527
Answer: A
QUESTION NO: 5
A Media Processing Server (MPS) programmer wants to activate a vocabulary file named
'myprompts' on a Windows platform. Which command should the programmer use?
A. vmm activate m:\mmf\peri\myprompts,system
B. vmm mmfload m:\mmf\peri\myprompts,system
C. smp mmf m:\mmf\peri\myprompts activate,system
D. vmm mmf m:\mmf\peri\myprompts activate,system
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